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Abstract
The nuclear structure of the 31Mg nucleus has been studied with the single-
neutron knockout reaction. We report on the preliminary results of an exper-
iment performed with the EXOGAM array coupled, for the first time, to the
SPEG spectrometer at GANIL. We present a provisional result for the inclusive
single-neutron knockout cross section of σinc= 90(5) mb. Preliminary exclu-
sive cross sections for the measured bound states, including the ground state,
are also presented. Finally, preliminary longitudinal momentum distributions
for the ground state and first excited state are also shown. These results are
compared to Monte Carlo Shell-Model calculations in the sd-pf region.
1 Introduction
The so-called “island of inversion” region of the nuclear chart, where transitions from normal to intruder
ground state configurations across the N = 20 shell gap occur, was first placed around 20 ≤ N ≤ 22 and
10 ≤ Z ≤ 12. However, for the magnesium isotopes (Z = 12), the prediction of the neutron boundaries
for this region is still not clear. Recent experimental efforts [1-5] have provided evidence to suggest that
29Mg and 30Mg are outside the island of inversion, and that 31Mg is within the region.
G. Neyens et al. [1] and M. Kowalska et al. [2] have determined the ground state spin, magnetic
moment, and the low-lying structure of 31Mg by hyperfine-structure and β – NMR measurements. Com-
parisons with advanced shell model calculations show that the experimental observables are correctly
reproduced when allowing two neutron excitations across the N = 20 shell gap. The ground state wave
function is, therefore, interpreted as dominated by a purely 2p-2h intruder configuration. A complemen-
tary β decay study on 31Mg carried out by F. Maréchal et al. [3] finds weak feeding to the first excited
states of 31Al, which are of sd nature, supporting the interpretation of the previous references [1, 2].
Single-neutron knockout reactions performed at MSU by R. Terry et al. [4] have allowed a map-
ping of the ground state configuration of 30Mg. The intruder admixture of the ground state, measured by
occupation numbers of neutrons in the fp single-particle states, was found to be small with a determined
value of 0.60(12) neutrons. The structure of the low-lying states of the 30Mg nucleus has been studied
by means of β decay [5], Coulomb excitation [6] and β – delayed neutron decay [7]. The energies of the
0+
1
and 2+
1
, as well as the B(E2) values, are consistent with the sd shell model, confirming the 0~ω (or
0p-0h) structure of these states.
The study of the single-neutron knockout reaction of 31Mg is a very interesting case since it is in
the region where dramatic changes in single-particle structure are predicted. Indeed, 31Mg is the only
magnesium isotope between the normal, sd shell dominated configuration of 30Mg, and the expected
onset of the island of inversion at N = 20. The current measurement represents the “missing link”
to the understanding of the neutron-deficient boundary in the Mg chain around the island of inversion.
The technique of single-neutron knockout reactions is well suited to give quantitative insight into the
single-particle components of the nuclear many-body wave function.
2 Experimental Set-Up
To study the structure of neutron-rich nuclei in the sdpf shell region with knockout reactions, the EX-
OGAM array (a high efficiency Ge detector array), supplemented with NaI detectors, was coupled to the
SPEG spectrometer for the first time at GANIL (France).
The primary beam of 77.5 MeV/u 36S, delivered by the CSS1 and CSS2 cyclotrons with a beam
power of 1 kW (∼ 1013 particles per second) was focused on the 12C SISSI target of 500 mg/cm2
thickness, rotated by 45 degrees. The secondary beams were selected by the alpha spectrometer with an
achromatic degrader at the intermediate focal plane. The central Bρ of the second dipole of the alpha
spectrometer was set to 2.80 Tm, while the magnetic rigidity of the first dipole was tuned to optimise the
production of the light neutron-rich isotopes, namely 23O and 25F. However, due to the relatively large
momentum acceptance of the alpha spectrometer, elements from Oxygen to Magnesium were transmitted
to the SPEG spectrometer.
The secondary cocktail beam was continuously monitored with a thin scintillator and a drift cham-
ber. A secondary 12C reaction target of thickness 170 mg/cm2 was placed at the focal point in between
the SPEG analyser and the SPEG dipole. The spectrometer was operated in an achromatic mode at the
target position.
Isotopic identification of the ions after the reaction target was achieved with a set of detectors
near the SPEG focal plane: two drift chambers, measuring the particle trajectories (X,Y); one ionisation
chamber, measuring energy loss (∆E); and a plastic scintillator, measuring the residual energy (E).
The nuclear charges of the elements were deduced from a ∆E vs E identification matrix. The isobaric
identification was obtained from time-of-flight measurements between the plastic at the end of the focal
plane of SPEG and the Radio Frequency from the cyclotron. Finally, to separate the projectile-like
reaction products from the incoming beam particles, an additional ∆E vs focal plane position selection
was applied.
The gamma rays following the de-excitation of the fragments emitted in an excited state were
detected at the reaction target position with a hybrid gamma-ray detection array, consisting of 12 NaI and
8 Ge detectors. The array was arranged in a symmetric configuration: two rings of 4 highly segmented
EXOGAM clovers each, were placed around 45◦ forward and backward at distances 215 and 134 cm,
respectively. In addition, 4 clusters of 3 NaI detectors were placed at 90◦ at a 310 cm distance to the
target. A view of the geometrical configuration is presented in Fig. 1. Total photopeak efficiency for the
full EXOGAM-Ge array was 3.3% with an average energy resolution of 2.7% at 1.3 MeV.
3 Analysis and Preliminary Results
The inclusive knockout cross section of σinc = 90(5) mb was obtained from the identified projectile-like
fragments reaching the final SPEG focal plane, relative to the beam current of 31Mg and the number of
atoms in the target. The uncertainty in the cross section of 5% is mainly dominated by the normalisation
procedure and software gates.
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Fig. 1: Hybrid gamma detection array mounted around the target position in SPEG.
A velocity measured in an event-by-event basis in SPEG (average β = 0.317) was used to cor-
rect for the Doppler shift. The final Doppler-corrected and add-back reconstructed energy spectrum
obtained from the EXOGAM array in coincidence with 30Mg knockout fragments is presented in Fig.
2. A chi-squared fitting procedure was used to minimise the difference between the data and a com-
bined simulated Geant4 response of the entire array, together with an exponential function to describe
the background. From singles spectra analysis, six gamma-ray transitions have been determined in the
12C(31Mg,30Mg+γ)X reaction. Observed transitions at energies of 988(2), 1484(1), 1822(2), 1981(2),
3534(6) keV, are consistent with the results observed in previous measurements [5–7]. A new transition
at 958(2) keV, which is well resolved in the doublet near 1 MeV, has been identified in the present work.
Gamma-gamma coincidences have allowed the construction of a tentative level scheme presented in Fig.
3. The new transition has given rise to a new level in 30Mg at 2442(2) keV, not previously observed.
Fig. 2: Germanium γ-ray spectrum of 30Mg. Fig. 3: Preliminary level scheme of 30Mg
Exclusive cross sections to the final states in 30Mg populated in the knockout reaction are sum-
marised in Table 1. The intensity of each transition is calculated by normalising the number of detected
gamma-rays, corrected by the effective efficiency, to the number of reaction products. The branch, b,
for the direct population of each level was obtained by intensity balance. Only statistical uncertain-
ties are shown. The uncertainties from the gamma-ray efficiency is expected to be lower than 4%. The
ground state cross section was obtained by subtracting from the inclusive cross section all of the observed
excited-state contributions.
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Elevel(keV) Eγ(keV) Iγ (%) b (%) σ(mb)
g.s. 31.3(18) 28.3(22)
1484(1) 1484(1) 53.8(10) 15.2(13) 13.7(14)
2442(2) 958(2) 6.1(3) 6.1(3) 5.5(4)
2472(2) 988(2) 7.9(3) 7.9(3) 7.2(5)
3306(2) 1822(2) 13.3(5) 13.3(5) 12.0(8)
3465(2) 1981(2) 11.1(3) 11.1(3) 10.0(7)
3534(6) 3534(6) 14.9(8) 14.9(8) 13.4(10)
Table 1: Results for the 12C(31Mg,30Mg)X reaction. The proposed energy levels, and transition energies as well
as the transition intensities Iγ , direct population branches b, and the resulting cross sections σ are given.
The longitudinal momentum distributions of the knockout fragment 30Mg were measured in the
SPEG spectrometer. The eikonal calculations describing the reaction mechanism have been folded with
the experimental filter including the beam spread, energy loss and angular straggling, and the resolution
of the spectrometer. This observable characterises the relative orbital angular momentum of the neutron
removed from the projectile ground state wave function. The preliminary experimental results for re-
moval to the ground state and first excited state of 30Mg are compared to the theoretical calculations in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. Due to the large acceptance of the SPEG spectrometer, acceptance cor-
rections are less than 2-3%. The ground state distribution is in good agreement with ℓ = 0, confirming
the spin and parity assignment of 1/2+ for 31Mg found by G. Neyens et al. [1]. The first excited state
presents a much broader distribution, suggesting an assignment of ℓ = 2, consistent with the assignment
reported in [5].
Fig. 4: Longitudinal momentum distribution for the
ground state in 30Mg
Fig. 5: Longitudinal momentum distribution for the first
excited state in 30Mg
4 Discussion
In Table 2 exclusive cross sections are compared to the single-particle cross sections , σsp, calculated
using the reaction theory described in references [8, 9]. Deduced spectroscopic factors are compared
to Monte Carlo shell model calculations using the SDPF-M interaction [10] provided by Y. Utsuno et
al [11].
The results obtained from the SDPF-M calculations show a significant disagreement with the
experimental values. The measured spectroscopic factor for the ground state is around 5 times larger
than the shell model predictions. On the other hand, the first-excited state shows a 33% lower value than
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Table 2: Theoretical and experimental spectroscopic factors
Ethc (MeV) Jpi nlj C2Sth Eexpc (MeV) l σsp(mb) C2Sexp
g.s. 0+ 2s1/2 0.10 g.s. 0 28.3 0.51(4)
1.56 2+ 1d3/2 0.92 1.48 2 13.7 0.62(6)
the predicted one. Although not all the experimental uncertainties have been applied, in total they are
expected to be lower than 10%–still not significant enough to account for the differences between theory
and results. There is still no clear explanation for the disagreement. For the ground state exclusive cross
section (hence, deduced spectroscopic factor) to be in closer agreement with the theoretical prediction, a
significant fraction of gamma transition strength would have to have gone unobserved. These presumably
higher-lying, unobserved transitions would lead to a reduction in the proportion of the inclusive cross
section attributed to the direct population of the ground state of 30Mg. This seems unlikely.
5 Conclusions
Preliminary results on single-neutron knockout measurements from 31Mg have been discussed. Longi-
tudinal momentum distributions for the ground state and first excited state show a good agreement with
ℓ = 0 and ℓ = 2 values, respectively. Preliminary spectroscopic factors are compared to SDPF-M calcu-
lations. The significant discrepancies between the theory predictions and the experimental results could
lead to some revision of the picture of 31Mg.
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